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1. INTRODUCTION 

Partially defined infinitary operations occur in the contexts ranging from integration theory to 

programming language semantics. The general cardinal algebras studied by Tarski in 1949, Housdorff 

Topological commutative groups studied by Bourbaki in 1966, ∑ - structures studied by Higgs in 

1980, sum-ordered partial monoids and sum-ordered partial semirings(so-rings) studied by Arbib, 

Manes and Benson [2], [4], and streenstrup [10] are some of the algebraic structures of the above 

type. 

G.V.S. Acharyulu [8] and P.V.SrinivasaRao [6] developed the ideal theory for the sum-ordered partial 

semirings (so-rings). Continuing this study, in [9] & [5] we introduced the notion of 2-absorbing 

ideals in so-rings and obtained their characteristics in a commutative so-ring. In this paper, we 

introduce the notion of weakly 2-absorbingidealsin so-rings and obtain its characteristics in so-rings. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

In this section we collect some important definitions and results for our use in this paper. 

2.1. Definition. [4] A partial Monoidis a pair (M,  ) where M is a non-empty set and   is a partial 

addition defined on some, but not necessarily all families  Iixi :  in M subject to the following 

axioms: 

(i) Unary Sum Axiom. If  Iixi :   is a one element family in M and  jI  , then  Iixi  : is 

defined and equals jx . 

(ii) Partion-Associativity Axiom. If  Iixi : is a family in M and  JjI j :  is apartition of I, 

then  Iixi : is summable if and only if  ji Iix : is summablefor every Jj and

  JjIix ji  :: is summable. We write     JjIixIix jii  ::: . 

2.2. Definition. [4] A Partial Semiringis a quadruple  1,.,,R , where  ,R  is a partial monoid, 

 1,.,R  is a monoid with multiplicative operation „.‟ and unit 1, and the additive and multiplicative 
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structures obey the following distributive laws: If  Iixi  :  is defined in R, then for all y in R,   

 Iixy i  :.
 
and  Iiyxi  :. are defined and    IixyIixy ii  :.:. ,  

   IiyxyIix ii  :..: . 

2.3. Definition. [4] A partial semiring  1,.,,R  is said to be commutativeif yxxy  Ryx  , . 

2.4. Definition. [4] The sum ordering  on a partial monoid  ,M  is the binary relation   such that 

yx   if and only if there exists a „h‟ in M such that hxy  for Myx , . 

2.5. Definition. [4] A sum-ordered partial semiring or so-ring, for short, is a partial semiring in 

which the sum ordering is a partial order. 

2.6. Example. [4] Let D be a set and let the set of all partial functions from D to D be denoted by 

 DDPfn , . A family  Iixi :  is summable if and only if for i, j in I, and ji  , 

    ji xdomxdom  . If  Iixi :  is summable then for any d in D 

 
   



 


.,

;,

otherwiseundefined

Iiuniquesomeforxdomdifdx
xd

ii

ii  

And „.‟ defined as the usual functional composition, the ordering as the extension of functions and 

unit defined as the identity defined on D. Then   ,.,, DDPfn is a so-ring. 

2.7. Example. [4] Let D be a set. A multi-function DDx :  maps each element in D to an arbitray 

subset of D. Such multi-functions correspond bijectivelyto the relation DDr  , where   red ,  

if and only if dxe . The set of all multi-functions from D to D, denoted by  DDMfn , , together 

with   defined such that d in D,    iiii dxxd  , and „.‟ defined as the usual relational 

composition. That is, for each d in D and for x, y in  DDMfn , ,    dxeeyyxd  :.  , and 

 dd 1 . Then   ,.,, DDMfn  is a so-ring. 

2.8. Definition. [8] Let R be a so-ring. A subset N of R is said to be an ideal of R if the following are 

satisified: 

 1I . If  Iixi :  is a summable family in R and Nxi  Ii then   NIixi  : ,  

 2I . If yx   and Ny then Nx , 

 3I . If Nx  and Rr then Nrxxr , . 

2.9. Definition. [7] A proper ideal P of a so-ring R is said to be weakly prime if for any ba,  of R, 

Pab#0 imply Pa or Pb . 

2.10. Definition. [9]A proper ideal I of a so-ring R is said to be 2-absorbing if for any Rcba ,, , 

Iabc  implies Iab  or Ibc or Iac .  

2.11. Remark. [9] Every prime ideal of a so-ring R is a 2-absorbing ideal ofR. 

The following is an example of a so-ring R in which a 2-absorbing ideal need not be a prime 

ideal ofR. 

2.12. Example [9]Consider the so-ring  1,,,,,0 yxvuR   with  defined on R by

 


 


.,

,0,
:

otherwiseundefined

jsomeforjixifx
Iix

ij

i  

And „.‟ defined by the following table: 
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. 0 u v x y 1 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

u 0 u 0 0 0 u 

v 0 0 v 0 0 v 

x 0 0 0 0 0 x 

y 0 0 0 0 0 y 

1 0 u v x y 1 

Then the ideal  xuI ,,0  is a 2-absorbing ideal, but I is not a prime ideal. Since Ioyv . , but 

Iv and Iy .  

Throughout this paper, R denotes a commutative so-ring. 

3. WEAKLY 2-ABSORBING IDEALS 

We introduce the notion of weakly 2-absorbing ideals in so-rings as follows: 

3.1. Definition. An ideal I of a so-ring R is said to be weakly 2-absorbing if for some Rcba ,, &

Iabc0 , then Iab  or Ibc or Iac . 

3.2. Remark. Every 2-absorbing ideal I of a so-ring R is a weakly 2-absorbing ideal of R. 

The following is an example of a so-ring R in which a weakly 2-absorbing ideal is not a 2-

absorbing ideal of R. 

3.3. Example. Consider the so-ring 8Z . Take 88: ZZR  . Then R is a commutative so-ring with 

respect to c0artesian product operations. Take )}4,0(),0,0{(:I . Then it can be verified that I is a 

weakly 2-absorbing ideal of R. Since I )0,0()0,2)(0,2)(0,2( and I )0,4()0,2)(0,2( , I is not 

a 2-absorbing ideal of R.
 

3.4. Theorem. Let R be a so-ring, I be an ideal of R and Ra . Then the following statements are 

hold in R: 

(i) Suppose Raa ):0( , then the ideal Ra  is 2-absorbing if and only if it is weakly 2-absorbing 

(ii) Suppose Iaa ):0( , then the ideal Ia  is 2-absorbing if and only if it is weakly 2-absorbing. 

Proof.Let Ra . (i) Assume that Raa ):0( . Suppose Ra is a weakly 2-absorbing ideal of R. Let 

Rtsr ,,  such that Rarst . Suppose 0rst . Since Ra is weakly 2-absorbing, we have Rars  

or Rast or Rart . Suppose 0rst . Then Rartaratratrsttasr  )( . Therefore 

Ratasr  )( . If 0)(  tasr . Then Raasr  )(  or Ratas  )( or Rart (Since Ra is 

weakly 2-absorbing). That implies Rars  or Rast or Rart . If 0)(  tasr . Then 

0 ratrst . That implies 0rat . That implies 0rta . That implies Raart  ):0( . That 

implies Rart . Hence Ra  is a 2-absorbing ideal of R. By Remark – 3.2., if Ra  is a 2-absorbing 

ideal of R then Ra  is a weakly 2-absorbing ideal of R. 

(ii) Assume that Iaa ):0( . Suppose Ia  is a weakly 2-absorbing ideal of R. Let Rtsr ,,  such 

that Iarst  . Suppose 0rst . Since Ia  is weakly 2-absorbing, we have Iars  or Iast  or

Iart . Suppose 0rst . Then 0 Iartaratratrsttasr  )( .Therefore Iatasr  )( . 

If 0)(  tasr .Then Iaasr  )(  or Iatas  )( or Iart (Since Ia  is weakly 2-absorbing). 

That implies Iars  or Iast  or Iart . If 0)(  tasr . Then 0 ratrst . That implies 

0rat . That implies 0rta . That implies Iaart  ):0( . That implies Iart . Hence Ia  is a 

2-absorbing ideal of R. By Remark – 3.2., if Ia  is a 2-absorbing ideal of R then Ia  is a weakly 2-

absorbing ideal of R. 
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3.5. Theorem. IfI and J are weakly prime ideals of a so-ring R, then JI   is a weakly 2-absorbing 

ideal of R.  

Proof.Let JIabc 0  for some Rcba ,, . i.e., Iabc0 & Jabc0 . Since I,J are 

weakly prime ideals of R, we have either Ia  or Ibc & either Ja  or Jbc . Suppose 

0bc then JIbc  , there is nothing to prove (Since JI 0 ). So assume that 0bc . Then 

either Ia  or Ibc0 & either Ja or Jbc0 . That implies Ia  or Ib or Ic &

Ja  or Jb or Jc ( SinceI, Jare weakly prime ideals). That implies JIab   or JIbc 

or JIac  . Hence JI   is a weakly 2-absorbing ideal of R. 

3.6. Definition. Let I be a weakly 2-absorbing ideal of a so-ring R and Rcba ,, . We say that 

),,( cba  is a triple-zeroif 0abc , Iab , Ibc and Iac .   

3.7. Theorem. Let I be a weakly 2-absorbing ideal of a so-ring R and suppose that ),,( cba  is a triple-

zero of Ifor some Rcba ,, . Then  

(i) }0{ acIbcIabI  

(ii) }0{222  cIbIaI . 

Proof.(i) In a contrary way suppose that }.0{abI  i.e., 0abi  for some Ii . That implies

0)(  icab . Since Iab and 0)(  icab , we have Iica  )(  or Iicb  )(  (Since I is 

weakly 2-absorbing). i.e., Iac or Ibc , a contradiction to the fact that ),,( cba  is a triple-zero. 

So our assumption is wrong. Hence }0{abI . Similarly we can prove that }0{bcI , }0{acI .  

(ii) In a contrary way suppose that }0{2 aI . i.e., 021 iai  for some Iii 21, .  That implies 

Iiaiiciba  0))(( 2121  (Since by (i), }0{ acIbcIabI ). Since Iis a weakly 2-

absorbing ideal of R, either Iiba  )( 1 or Iica  )( 2 or Iicib  ))(( 21 . i.e., either Iab or

Ibc or Iac , a contradiction to the fact that ),,( cba  is a triple-zero. So our assumption is wrong. 

Hence }0{2 aI . Similarly we can prove that }0{22  cIbI . 

4. WEAKLY 2-ABSORBING IDEALS IN CARTESIAN PRODUCTS 

4.1. Theorem. Let 1R and 2R  be so-rings and I be a proper ideal of 1R . Then the following 

conditions are equivalent: 

(i) I is a weakly 2-absorbing ideal of ,21 RRR   

(ii) 2RI  is a weakly 2-absorbing ideal of 21 RRR  .  

Proof.(i)  (ii): Suppose I is a weakly 2-absorbing ideal of R. Let 

21212121 ),(),,(),,( RRRccbbaa   such that 2212121 ),)(,)(,(0 RIccbbaa  . Then 

2222111 ),(0 RIcbacba  . Therefore Icba  1110 . Since I is a weakly 2-absorbing ideal of R, 

Iba 11  or Icb 11 or Ica 11 . If Iba 11 then 22121 ),)(,( RIbbaa  . If Icb 11 then 

22121 ),)(,( RIccbb  . If Ica 11 then 22121 ),)(,( RIccaa  . Hence 2RI  is a weakly 2-

absorbing ideal of 21 RRR  .  

(ii)  (i): Suppose 2RI   is a weakly 2-absorbing ideal of 21 RRR  . Let Iabc0  for some

Rcba ,, . Then for each 20 Rr  , we have 2),)(1,)(1,(0 RIrcba  . Since 2RI   is a 

weakly 2-absorbing ideal of 21 RRR  , 2)1,)(1,( RIba   or 2),)(1,( RIrcb  or

2),)(1,( RIrca  . That implies Iab  or Ibc or Iac . Hence I is a weakly 2-absorbing ideal 

of R. 
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4.2. Theorem. Let 21 RRR   where 1R  and 2R  are so-rings. Let I be a proper ideal of 1R and J be 

a proper ideal of 2R . Then the following statements are equivalent: 

(i) JI   is a weakly 2-absorbing ideal of R, 

(ii) ( 2RJ  and I is a weakly 2-absorbing ideal of 1R ) or (J is a prime ideal of 2R and  I is a prime 

ideal of 1R ). 

Proof.(i)  (ii): Suppose JI   is a weakly 2-absorbing ideal of R. If 2RJ   then 2RI   is a 

weakly 2-absorbing ideal of R. Then by theorem 4.2., I is a weakly 2-absorbing ideal of 1R . Suppose 

2RJ  . We have to prove that J is a prime ideal of 2R and  I is a prime ideal of 1R . Let 2, Rba   

such that Jab , and let Ii0 . Then JIabibai  ),(),1)(,1)(1,(0 . Now 

JIabba  ),1(),1)(,1( (Since I1 ). Since JI   is a weakly 2-absorbing ideal of R, either 

JIaiai  ),(),1)(1,(  or JIbibi  ),(),1)(1,( . That implies either Ja or Jb . Hence J 

is a prime ideal of 2R . Similarly let 1, Rdc   such that Icd , and let Jj0 . Then 

JIjcdjdc  ),(),1)(1,)(1,(0 . Now JIcddc  )1,()1,)(1,( (Since J1 ). Since JI   is 

a weakly 2-absorbing ideal of R, either JIjcjc  ),(),1)(1,(  or JIjdjd  ),(),1)(1,( . 

That implies either Ic or Id  . Hence I is a prime ideal of 1R .  

(ii)  (i): Suppose 2RJ   and  I is a weakly 2-absorbing ideal of 1R  or J is a prime ideal of 2R  and  

I is a prime ideal of 1R . We have to prove that JI   is a weakly 2-absorbing ideal of R. Suppose 

2RJ  & I is a weakly 2-absorbing ideal of 1R , by theorem 4.2., 2RI   is a weakly 2-absorbing 

ideal of R. i.e., JI   is a weakly 2-absorbing ideal of R. SupposeJ is a prime ideal of 2R & I is a 

prime ideal of 1R . Let JIbababa  ),)(,)(,(0 332211  for some 1321 ,, Raaa  and 2321 ,, Rbbb  . 

Then Ia 1  or Ia 2 or Ia 3  and Jb 1  or Jb 2 or Jb 3 . Thus JIbaba ),)(,( 2211  or 

JIbaba ),)(,( 3322 or JIbaba ),)(,( 3311 . Hence JI   is a weakly 2-absorbing ideal of R.  

4.3. Theorem. Let 21, RR  be a so-rings such that 2R  has no nonzero divisors. Let I be a proper ideal 

of 1R and J be an ideal of 2R . Then the following statements are equivalent: 

(i) JI   is a weakly 2-absorbing ideal of 21 RRR  , 

(ii) I is a weakly prime ideal of 1R  and  0J  is a prime ideal of 2R .     

Proof.(i)  (ii): Suppose JI   is a weakly 2-absorbing ideal of R. Suppose }0{J . We have to 

prove that }0{J  is a prime ideal of 2R . Let }0{ Jab  for some 2, Rba  . Let Ii0 , we 

have JIabibai  ),(),1)(,1)(1,(0 . Also we have JIabba  ),1(),1)(,1(  (Since I1 ). 

Since JI   is a weakly 2-absorbing ideal of R, either JIaiai  ),(),1)(1,( or 

JIbibi  ),(),1)(1,( . That implies either Ja or Jb . Hence }0{J  is a prime ideal of 2R

. Now we have to prove that I is a weakly prime ideal of 1R that is not a prime ideal. Suppose 

Iab0  for some 1, Rba  . We have }0{)0,()0,1)(1,)(1,(0  Iabba . Since 

}0{)1,()1,)(1,(  Iabba & }0{I  is a weakly 2-absorbing ideal of R, either 

}0{)0,()0,1)(1,(  Iaa  or }0{)0,()0,1)(1,(  Ibb . That implies either Ia or Ib . Hence 

I is a weakly prime ideal of 1R .  

(ii)  (i): Suppose I is a weakly prime ideal of 1R  that is not a prime ideal & }0{J  is a prime 

ideal of 2R . We have to prove that }0{I  is a weakly 2-absorbing ideal of R. Let

}0{),(),)(,)(,(0  Ibdfacefedcba . Since I is a weakly prime ideal of 1R , we may assume 
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that Ia . Since 2R  has no nonzero divisors, we may assume that 0d . Therefore 

}0{)0,()0,)(,(),)(,(  Iaccbadcba . Hence }0{I  is a weakly 2-absorbing ideal of R. 

4.4. Theorem. Let 321 RRRR   where 321 ,, RRR  are so-rings. Let 1I  be a proper ideal of 1R , 2I

be an ideal of 2R , and 3I  be an ideal of 3R  such that )}0,0,0{(321  IIII . Then the 

following statements are equivalent: 

(i) 321 IIII   is a weakly 2-absorbing ideal of R, 

(ii) 321 RRII   and 1I  is a weakly 2-absorbing ideal of 1R  or 321 RIII   such that 1I  is a 

prime ideal of 1R  and 2I  is a prime ideal of 2R  or 321 IRII   such that 1I  is a prime ideal of 

1R  and 3I  is a prime ideal of 3R . 

Proof. (i)  (ii): Suppose 321 IIII   is a weakly 2-absorbing ideal of R. Since I is a weakly 2-

absorbing ideal of R, 1I  is a weakly 2-absorbing ideal of 1R . If 22 RI  and 33 RI  , then 

321 RRII  . Suppose 22 RI  & 33 RI  . i.e., 321 RIII  . Now we have to prove that 1I  is 

a prime ideal of 1R  and 2I  is a prime ideal of 2R . Let 1, Rba   such that 1Iab  and 2, Rdc   

such that 2Icd  . Then Icdabbcda  )1,,()1,1,)(1,,1)(1,1,(0 . Now Iabba  )1,1,()1,1,)(1,1,(  

(Since 321 RIII  and 21 I ). SinceI is a weakly 2-absorbing ideal of R, we have either 

Icdacda  )1,,()1,,1)(1,1,( or Icdbbcd  )1,,()1,1,)(1,,1( . That implies either 1Ia or 1Ib . 

Hence 1I  is a prime ideal of 1R . Similarly Icdabdcab  )1,,()1,,1)(1,,1)(1,1,(0 . Now 

Icddc  )1,,1()1,,1)(1,,1(  (Since 321 RIII  & 11 I ). SinceI is a weakly 2-absorbing ideal of 

R, we have either Icabcab  )1,,()1,,1)(1,1,(  or Idabdab  )1,,()1,,1)(1,1,( . That implies either 

2Ic or 2Id  . Hence 2I  is a prime ideal of 2R . Finally assume that 22 RI   and 33 RI  (i.e., 

321 IRII  ). By applying the above arguement, we conclude that 1I  is a prime ideal of 1R  and 

3I  is a prime ideal of 3R . 

(ii)  (i): Suppose I is one of the given three forms. Then by theorem 4.2., 321 IIII   is a 

weakly 2-absorbing ideal of R. 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we introduced the notion of weakly 2-absorbing ideals in so-rings and provided a counter 

example that proves the class of weakly 2-absorbing ideals is strictly wider than the class of all 2-

absorbing ideals. Also we obtained the conditions under which a weakly 2-absorbing ideal is a 2-

absorbing ideal. We considered this notation of weakly 2-absorbing ideals in the Cartesian product of 

so-rings and obtained various equivalent conditions on the weakly 2-absorbing ideals of Cartesian 

product of so-rings. 
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